Somerset RC Tri Swim Sessions: Covid 19 – Pool Procedures
Pre Book your Session

Due to the strict limits on capacity, and to enable a good record
of aDendance, you MUST pre-book your swim session via
LoveAdmin.
Coaches will take session registers to verify actual aDendance,
and thus enable us to Track and Trace

Arrive Beach Ready

The changing faciliKes will NOT be available to us before
swimming. You will enter the pool area directly via the one-way
system that has been put in place by the venue, and you should
have your swim kit on under clothing that can be removed
poolside.
Each swimmer will place their clothing and towel in an allocated
spot, 2m apart, along the bench by the windows.

Use the 1 way system on entry and exit

A one way system will have been put in place by the venue [ refer
to Venue procedures].
Each swimmer should place their clothing and towel in an
allocated spot, 2m apart, along the bench by the windows.
Swimmers will then be directed by the coach to conKnue around
the pool, following the one way system, to enter the water in the
appropriate lane.

Lane Capacity and OrganisaKon

The maximum number of swimmers permiDed in a single-width
lane is 5. Where lanes are set out as double width, then
maximum capacity is 10 swimmers.
The coach is responsible for organising the lanes into groups of
appropriate ability, and the order of swimmers within the lane, in
order to avoid bunching up or overtaking. Please follow the
coaches’ direcKons on this.

Space Out in the Lanes

Swimmers should be conscious of the spacing between
themselves and others whilst swimming, and act to avoid
bunching up.
Be aware also of swimmers in the adjacent lanes, and try to avoid
breathing whilst immediately alongside another swimmer.

Space Out During Rest Intervals

When ﬁnishing a rep, the ﬁrst swimmer in the lane should touch
the wall, and then retreat a distance of at least 2m back oﬀ the
wall so that the next swimmer can touch in and then also retreat
to a space – ie all swimmers move further away from the wall as
the next swimmer comes in. The coach is likely to design the
session so that each lane of swimmers is resKng at diﬀerent
Kmes.

Taking Breaks

If you need a rest break then please exit the lane and rest on
poolside (maintaining social distance from lifeguard and coach)

Low Session intensity

For the Kme being the session intensity will be low, this is
primarily to avoid heavy breathing in the conﬁned environment.
A`er a long break from swimming more focus on skill and ﬂuidity
is enKrely appropriate! Please respect this, following the coaches
direcKons and pace appropriately.

Equipment

You will not be able to borrow any club equipment, so please be
sure to bring your own.
When reaching for a piece of equipment, or a drink, remember
to maintain your distance from others who also have equipment
placed close by.
IniKally, coaches will avoid sessions that require the use of
equipment.

Leave the Session Promptly

Your swim session may end 5-10 minutes early to enable the
facility provider to do a clean between sessions. You are asked to
collect your things from poolside area, follow the one-way
system to the changing area and then change quickly and leave
promptly.
Ideally you will have “beach” clothing that can be put on over
your swimwear to facilitate a prompt exit.

Wash your Hands

Frequent hand washing is a good way to protect yourself (and
others) from possible contaminaKon oﬀ surfaces. Wash your
hands as soon as you arrive at home a`er the session.

Stay Away if You Suspect Symptoms

If you or anyone that you have been in contact with in the last 7
days have any symptoms of Covid 19 – DO NOT COME TO THE
SESSION. Arrange a test as soon as possible, and inform the club
in the case of a posiIve result.
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